See more. More clearly.

Gain a clear, accurate view of how your IT assets and services are connected—then find and fix problems faster. Operations Bridge reporting and dashboarding make it possible.

Strengthen observability with out-of-box and custom dashboards.

Build and view custom reports and dashboards in OPTIC—or in popular Business Intelligence tools.

Stay current with security updates, bug fixes, and upgrades.

Grow or shrink based on demand.

Enjoy high availability—it’s included.

Support business continuity, even in times of crisis.

Operations Bridge Reporting—delivered as SaaS—puts you on the fast path to better reporting. It frees up your time and cuts your costs too.

Learn more about Operations Bridge Reporting—SaaS

microfocus.com/OpBridge

Operations Bridge Reporting
Complete observability. Your new superpower.

OpenText™ Operations Bridge Reporting puts insights front and center. SaaS makes it easy.

Gain a clear, accurate view of how your IT assets and services are connected—then find and fix problems faster. Operations Bridge reporting and dashboarding make it possible.

Gain a clear, accurate view of how your IT assets and services are connected—then find and fix problems faster. Operations Bridge reporting and dashboarding make it possible. Strengthen observability with out-of-box and custom dashboards.

Build and view custom reports and dashboards in OPTIC—or in popular Business Intelligence tools.

Stay current with security updates, bug fixes, and upgrades.

Grow or shrink based on demand.

Enjoy high availability—it’s included.

Support business continuity, even in times of crisis.

Operations Bridge Reporting—delivered as SaaS—puts you on the fast path to better reporting. It frees up your time and cuts your costs too.

Learn more about Operations Bridge Reporting—SaaS

microfocus.com/OpBridge